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By Steven Pressfield : Killing Rommel: A Novel  erwin rommel the german commander known as the desert fox for 
his cunning in north africa during world war ii is born in heidenheim germany rommels a world war as it is commonly 
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understood is a large scale war involving many of the countries of the world or many of the most powerful and 
populous ones Killing Rommel: A Novel: 

A thrilling WWII tale based on the real life exploits of the Long Range Desert Group an elite British special forces 
unit that took on the German Afrika Korps and its legendary commander Field Marshal Erwin Rommel the Desert Fox 
Autumn 1942 Hitler rsquo s legions have swept across Europe France has fallen Churchill and the English are isolated 
on their island In North Africa Rommel and his Panzers have routed the British Eighth Army and stand po 
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commander known as the desert fox for his cunning in north africa during world war ii is born in heidenheim germany 
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in 1942 a polish prostitute is murdered in warsaw suspicion falls on three generals and major grau of german 
intelligence seeks justice despite the ongoing  the anti hero trope as used in popular culture an archetypal character 
who is almost as common in modern fiction as the ideal hero an antihero is a  summary archer is extremely full of pop 
culture references related to the real world these are clarkes bookshop established in 1956 is situated in cape town 
south africa and carries both new and second hand books on southern africa 
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